Abstract
Introduction
In the event of cardiac arrest, early and high quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is pivotal for survival [1] . When the patient presents a shockable rhythm, CPR increases the chances of successful defibrillation [2] . CPR has also been associated with higher survival rates even when defibrillation is not required [3] .
For optimal outcomes, resuscitation guidelines recommend providing chest compressions with a depth of at least 5 cm (but no more than 6 cm), and with a rate of between 100 and 120 compressions per minute (cpm) [4] .
However, meeting these requirements is difficult both for laypeople and for well-trained rescuers [5] . The use of monitoring and feedback devices has been suggested to reduce this problem [1, 6] .
Many feedback devices are based on accelerometers; they sense the acceleration of the chest during CPR and provide feedback on chest compression depth and rate. These devices could be inaccurate in moving vehicles, in which the acceleration due to the movement of the vehicle would be registered along with that due to the movement of the chest.
In a previous work [7] we evaluated the accuracy of two commercial feedback devices in a long-distance train. For that purpose, we fitted a resuscitation manikin with a displacement sensor and provided chest compressions to the manikin in the train while using the feedback devices. Then we compared the compression rate and depth values computed by both devices with those obtained from the displacement sensor of the manikin, and evaluated the error in the estimation of the feedback parameters for each of the devices. The main drawback of this approach is that the deployment of the experimental set-up in the transportation means is cumbersome, and may even disturb the passengers. The application of this protocol would be particularly challenging on other transportation means such as planes, in which available space is limited.
The aim of this paper was to propose a simplified method to evaluate the accuracy of accelerometer-based feedback devices in moving vehicles. We describe an additive model for the acceleration and apply it to the case of a plane.
Materials and methods
Our hypothesis was that the acceleration recorded by a feedback device when CPR is provided in a moving vehicle could be modelled as the sum of the acceleration that would be recorded if CPR was provided in static conditions plus the acceleration of the vehicle.
We applied this model to predict the accuracy of an accelerometer-based feedback system in a plane. First, we recorded both the acceleration of the chest during CPR in the laboratory (static conditions), and the acceleration of the plane during movement (dynamic noise). Then, we added both accelerations and computed chest compression rate and depth. The accuracy of the method in the plane was assessed by comparing the computed feedback parameters (rate and depth values) with the gold standard obtained from the reference compression depth signal. The process is described in detail in the following sections.
2.1.
Data collection
Static measurements
A Resusci Anne CPR manikin (Laerdal Medical, Norway) was equipped with a photoelectric sensor (BOD 6K-RA01-C-02, Balluff, USA) to measure the reference chest displacement signal. Twenty volunteers provided chest compressions to the manikin in the laboratory (static conditions) with a tri-axial accelerometer (ADXL330, Analog Devices, USA) placed beneath their hands. The reference chest displacement signal and the tri-axial acceleration (static acceleration) were digitized using an acquisition card (USB NI-6211, National Instruments, USA) connected to a laptop computer. The acquisition process was controlled with a custom-made Matlab (Mathworks, USA) program. Signals were acquired with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz and a 16-bit resolution. Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up: the CPR manikin, the acquisition card and the laptop computer (left), the displacement sensor placed inside the manikin (bottom circle), and the tri-axial accelerometer (top circle). 
Dynamic noise measurements
Acceleration of the plane was acquired by placing the tri-axial accelerometer described in the previous section on the floor of the plane, connected to the acquisition card and to the laptop computer.
We recorded the acceleration during 60 min for the trips Bilbao-Munich and Frankfurt-Bilbao, with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz.
Depth and rate calculation method
The method [8] we used to compute compression depth and rate from the acceleration signal is based on the idea that, during short time intervals of chest compressions, acceleration and displacement are quasi-periodic. We modelled each 2-s segment of the acceleration and displacement signals using the first 3 harmonics of their Fourier series representation, without DC component.
For that purpose, we first computed the FFT of the windowed acceleration signal and estimated the module and phase of the three first harmonic components of the acceleration. It can be proved analytically that the amplitudes and phases of the spectral components of the compression depth can be computed from the ones of the acceleration, taking into account that acceleration is the second derivative of displacement. From these values, a periodic version of the chest displacement during the analysis window can be reconstructed. Average compression rate for each 2-s analysis window is computed from the fundamental frequency of the acceleration, and average chest compression depth is obtained from the reconstructed chest displacement signal.
Data analysis
Gold standard rate and depth values were computed by applying a peak detector to the reference chest displacement signal acquired during static measurements.
Then, performance of the feedback system was evaluated by comparing gold standard values with those obtained from the calculation method in two conditions: first, in static conditions, applying the method to the triaxial acceleration measured in the laboratory, ; second, with dynamic noise, applying the method to the sum of the static acceleration plus the dynamic noise of the plane . In this second case, dynamic noise was first decimated to 1 kHz, and then added to the static measurements axis by axis. The composed acceleration was denoted . Distribution of the errors in depth and rate estimation for all the database was analysed using boxplots. Unsigned absolute and relative errors are presented as median (IQR). As results did not pass Lilliefors normality test, Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to perform between-groups comparisons. P-values <0.05 were considered significant. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the error in depth estimation both in static conditions and with dynamic noise. In static conditions, median (IQR) unsigned error in depth estimation was 1.4 (0.6, 2.3) mm, 2.7 (1.2, 4.4)% of the gold standard depth. With dynamic noise, median unsigned error increased to 1.7 (0.7, 2.9) mm, 3.2 (1.4, 5.6)% when expressed in relative units. This difference in errors between static and dynamic conditions was statistically significant (p<0.001). 
Results

Discussion
Early CPR is paramount for survival from cardiac arrest. When cardiac arrest occurs on a long-distance transportation means, such as a ship, a long-distance train or a plane, immediate in situ interventions are required to keep the patient alive until conventional treatment is available.
Feedback devices can help rescuers achieve target compression rate and depth during CPR, and thus increase the patient's chances of survival. However, these devices could malfunction and provide inaccurate feedback when used in moving vehicles. Particularly, accelerometer-based devices would record the acceleration of the vehicle along with the acceleration of the chest during chest compressions, which could lead to erroneous depth and rate estimates. Experimental measurements are required to quantify these errors and to decide if they are acceptable before deploying feedback devices in transportation means. In this paper we present a simple method to evaluate the accuracy of acceleration-based CPR feedback devices, based on the additive model of the acceleration.
We applied this method to data acquired in a commercial plane. In the evaluated conditions, noise due to the movement of the plane increased errors in compression depth estimation, but it did not affect compression rate estimation. Even if errors in depth estimation increased, the method was still very accurate, with a median error below 3% of the target depth, so this feedback device could be safely used in this scenario.
Conclusions
We presented a novel method to evaluate the accuracy of acceleration-based CPR feedback devices on moving vehicles. To apply this method, the only experimental measurement that needs to be performed in the vehicle is the acquisition of the tri-axial acceleration due to the movement of the vehicle. This method is simple, and could contribute to the safe deployment of CPR feedback devices on board transportation means.
